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children. And...therapy!!!! With a qualified family therapist who understands the cycle of

violence. Therapists specialize like other professionals--going to a therapist who doesn't

understand abusive relationships is like getting brain surgery from a foot doctor. Don't give up

hope and you will get through it! You are not alone!!

Victims of domestic violence and their children seem to have no support in the courts. We are

literally forced to be repeatedly re traumatized every time we must communicate with our

abusive Coparent/former spouse. And, we are told Coparenting is best for the kids and that

we must soldier on! Essentially, our courts are currently permitting abusers to keep abuding

their former partners and to use their children to this end.

Children's opinions should count more. Not necessarily that they need to be put on the stand,

but they should be able to share with a counselor how they feel and the court should look

upon that with great weight--what the child actually SAYS not just what the counselor

recommends after the discussion.

yes, if I knew now what I didn't know I probably never would have gotten a divorce. It is very

painful and I have seen such a horrible side of my husband that I have ever seen. I can't

believe I did not know about this before and my self esteem is very low. i can't get alimony

and I am in debt. he is not facilitating the divorce and I am paying so much in lawyers fees.

No end seems to be in sight.

It is outdated. They do very little to protect the children. I went to support groups for domestic

violence..There were worse stories than mine&mine was unique&crazy at the time.

Where are the program's monitoring child parent relationships during and after orders of

protection are issued. We need structured transitions for allowing children access to parents

after domestic violence has occurred based on a team approach including counselors,

parents, law guardians etc.. It seems that there is nothing out there.

Reform is so necessary like YESTERDAY. I have been acquainted with several families since

my own divorce who have had similar experiences. It is probably the biggest failure of our

country that parents are forced to allow their children and themselves to remain victims. THIS

is why we have such an increase in mental illness.

The legal profession is surprisingly ignorant about the dynamic of domestic abuse in the so-

called high conflict cases. And despite the more sensible public wisdom, that abusers

shouldn't be given the right to co-parent, the family court is bending itself backward in

ordering both parties to co-parent despite the history of domestic abuse. By allowing abusers

to co-parent, the system gives them a chance to continue to abuse the other parents (usually

mothers) and the children. Child custody isn't about what is the best interest of children, but

about parental rights. It boils down to the patriarchy bias, that children should have fathers at

what cost, even when they are abusive.

My ex-husband and I actually get along pretty well for the kids, and have always tried to put
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the kids first, but I know that my kids have been affected by the divorce, changes in living

situations, and being in the middle of a sad situation. I think many victims agree to custody

agreements because of fear and intimidation, and there is not a lot of support. I feel guilty that

I don't have my boys living with me, and that I have to have their dad help, especially since I

don't feel that he is the best role model, but I feel helpless. He's the only other person

responsible for them. I know that my son is taking after his father and I fear that he will

become an abuser.

What state was this case?

Hong Kong

VA

MA

new jersey

pa

TX

NC

Oregon

OR

PA

Alabama

Florida

New York

Ohio

Virginia

New York

First in VT; then in FL

Pennsylvania

CA

Nevada

Minnesota

Floruda

missouri

What year did your court case first begin?
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May 2014

2009

2006

2012

2011

2010

2003(divorce) 2000(first injunction)

2013

2014

2015

2004-2006

July 2014

1997

1994

1999

199

2004; divorce in 2005; multiple cases against me set in motion by him 2006-2008

3/1/2012

Number of daily responses


